Primitive follicular induction in molluscum contagiosum.
Molluscum contagiosum (MC) is the commonest human poxvirus infection. Follicular induction has rarely been observed in the epidermis surrounding lesions of MC. A virus-induced localized proliferation of germinative/stem cells of the folliculosebaceous-apocrine unit has been suggested as the underlying cause, however few reports of this peculiar phenomenon exist in the literature and the mechanisms involved in this proliferation require further study. We prospectively collected MC cases showing multifocal areas of primitive follicular induction involving the adjacent undersurface epidermis. Immunohistochemical expression of BerEP4, PHLDA1 and cytokeratin 20 (CK20) was evaluated in the basaloid germs surrounding the lesions. For PHLDA1, we used epidermal melanocytes as a positive internal control. For BerEP4, we employed a basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and for CK20, colon as positive external controls. An incubation without the primary antibody functioned as an external negative control. All the cases studied showed an intense positive staining of the basaloid buds with BerEP4 and weaker stain for PHLDA1. CK20 showed the presence of scattered Merkel cells within the induced epidermal basaloid proliferations favoring their reactive origin. The pathogenetic mechanisms behind the development of these microscopic features and the link between follicular induction and poxvirus infection are explored. Awareness of this unusual phenomenon by dermatopathologists will be helpful in avoiding a misdiagnosis of a superficial BCC in such cases. BerEP4 and PHLDA1 were consistently expressed in the areas of primitive follicular induction surrounding lesions of MC. CK 20 stained the Merkel cells present in the basaloid buds. All these findings support the reactive origin of this phenomenon, which we believe is most probably viral-induced.